
PARTNER RESOURCE KIT

Enterprise Backup 
How to market better & sell more



Welcome to the Enterprise Backup Partner Resource Kit.

Over the following pages you’ll find resources to help you:

• Understand the product 
• Discover sales opportunities 
• Create new leads
• Accelerate your sales 
• Maximise your profit

So, go ahead! Take advantage of the materials  
and services available. And if you would like  
further help and support, do get in touch. 

See help and contacts page  

INTRODUCTION



The Veritas Mission
Our mission is to enable organisations to harness the power of their information, 
wherever it resides, by delivering solutions that drive availability and reveal insights.

 
Converged Infrastructure
Converged infrastructure offers resource-limited organisations agility and scalability 
at a lower up-front cost, along with fast deployment, simplified maintenance and 
opportunities for automation. Due to these wide ranging benefits, the estimated 
revenue from CI in 2014 was $6 billion1 and a growth of 30% is forecast in 20152. 

These are the convergence challenges that you can help customers to overcome:

• Trading simplicity for new silos and lower visibility 
• Patchwork converged fixes could lead to fragmentation
• Changing the data protection architecture puts the business at risk
• Convergence can lead to unplanned restructuring of the backup environment

VISION AND STRATEGY

Veritas Solution: Converged Backup 
Veritas provides visibility and efficient management across 
infrastructure silos, in a converged infrastructure that’s 
dedicated to data protection, whilst also simple and quick to 
install. This solution addresses the growing complexity and scale 
of today’s data protection environments and drives out the high 
cost of management. With Veritas, you can help customers to 
achieve smooth IT modernisation – e.g. virtualization, hybrid cloud 
and converged infrastructure and deliver cloud-like service levels 
with on-premise benefits.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kV1zqIWRErE


About NetBackup
Veritas NetBackup™ helps you improve customer satisfaction, maximise 
profitability, and deliver superior quality of service to your customers. With 
NetBackup 7.7 you can architect the right solutions without conforming 
to limited backup technologies or resorting to point products. NetBackup 
streamlines skillset development, allowing you to quickly ramp your technical 
proficiency and maximise the profitability of your billable engineering time. 
As your customers seek to improve their agility and lower costs, offer them 
a menu of backup and recovery services managed from an intuitive, 
self-service portal and priced conveniently on a monthly subscription basis.

Introducing NetBackup 7.7. Watch the video 
Veritas NetBackup™ Appliances enable you to provide protection from a 
single vendor, maximise profitability, and reduce customers OpEx, CapEx and 
complexity through converged backup and positions you as a valued partner.

Why purpose built appliances? Watch the video 

SOLUTION OVERVIEW
APJ Market Opportunity
The backup and recovery market is growing and the FY16 APJ Veritas 
addressable market is set to be $843 M, 7% 3-YR CAGR for backup 
software3. Veritas continues to lead the way in backup and recovery software, 
a leader in every magic quadrant from 1999 to 20154. 

Backup Appliances are increasingly popular, especially for remote offices and 
the SMB market with a massive $253M addressable market and 10% 3-YR 
CAGR for backup appliances5.

Virtualization has surpassed 50% of all server workloads, according 
to the Gartner Group, which believes it will reach 86% in 2016. As a 
result, customers need a solution which protects both virtual and physical 
environments. NetBackup does this – and with unique V-Ray technology, it 
can enable single file and application object recovery, superior visibility into 
a backup job and help customers manage Virtual Machine sprawl.

To learn more about the opportunities in your market, view the Veritas Market 
Opportunity Guide.

Veritas Market Opportunity Guide 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kV1zqIWRErE
http://video.symantec.com/services/player/bcpid975006955001?bckey=AQ~~,AAAABuIiy9k~,I8BhasVwr9wjJz4AWmdUlYymEtyorXkA&bctid=2619359681001
http://info.veritas.com/apjprc


Target Customers
Company size: 500+ employees.

IT environment: Head office 
with numerous satellite offices, 
infrastructure mix of physical/
virtual/cloud, running business 
critical apps. Needs to meet 
stringent recovery, security and 
compliance requirements.

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Influencers and Decision Makers: Data Protection Lifecycle6

Head of DC/ 
Infrastructure IT 
(55%) 
DBA/ VM Admin 
(16%) 

Makes the final 
decision on which 
data protection 
product(s) to 
implement

DBA/VM Admin  
(31%) 
Backup Admin 
(30%)

Manages the new 
data protection 
products on 
an ongoing basis

DBA/VM Admin  
(35%) 
Backup Admin 
(27%)

Conducts 
hands-on 
evaluation of 
potential data 
protection 
product(s)

DBA/VM Admin  
(30%) 
IT Architect 
(25%)

Implements 
new data 
protection 
product(s)

IMPORTANT

Focus on the right 
audience with the 
right message 
at the right time, 
or you may risk 
prolonged sales 
cycles and 
non-purchase 
decisions 

Backup Admin 
(38%) 
CIO/IT Director 
(25%)

Introduces 
data protection 
product(s) for 
consideration 
and evaluation



SALES ENABLEMENT
Enabling you through separation
The Veritas Partner Enablement page is designed 
to support you through the transition and serve as 
a central repository of training content and links 
to related collateral you need to be able to engage 
with Veritas post separation.

Read more 

Partner Enablement
View the APJ partner enablement calendar to see 
upcoming webcasts, training and events.

View calendar 

Partner Force Campaigns
Visit our dedicated Partner Force Campaigns 
page for the latest campaign information available 
for you to go to market.

Visit page 

Veritas Expert Community
The Veritas Expert Community is where current 
and future experts go to innovate, experiment 
and accelerate in partnership with Veritas. 
Our members are leaders and champions with 
a passion for empowering businesses to solve 
bigger information management problems with 
our portfolio of market leading next generation 
solutions in:  

• Backup & Recovery
• Information Availability
• Information Insight

If you share our passion and want to get in on  
the action, click below.

Read more 

Veritas eLibrary
The Veritas eLibrary is your one-stop collection of 
web-based, technical training on Veritas products. 
This 24/7 internet access, self-guided training is 
designed to help you and your customers explore 
new topics or refresh knowledge around the Veritas 
family of products and solutions. Training ranges 
from simple 10 minute refresher modules to more 
detailed in-depth training modules and labs.

Visit the Veritas eLibrary  

Keep up-to-date
Stay up to date with Veritas VSpeak – our monthly 
partner newsletter packed with information you 
need to do business with Veritas and grow your own 
business. Get easy access to the latest Veritas news, 
promotions, training, sales resources and more.

Veritas VSpeak 

Subscribe me 

http://veritaspartnerenablement.com/
https://veritasevents.verite.com/?action=public.dsp_calendar&tabType=listevents&view=calendar&month=1&year=2016&type=&region=4
http://info.veritas.com/partnerforcecampaigns
http://www.veritas.com/community/blogs
http://go.veritas.com/elibrary
http://www.vspeak-archive.com/
https://partnernet.veritas.com/portal/faces/salesmarketing/partner-newsletter


DEMAND GENERATION
Marketing Resources on the Grid
The Grid contains a library of marketing assets 
and resources to help you drive marketing leads. 
You can create your own email campaign and 
microsite, customised with your logo and  
contact details.

With real time lead alerts you can make proactive 
sales calls or send follow-up emails while your 
brand is top of mind. 

• Launch comprehensive Nurture Flow campaigns

• Import and manage your contacts

• Track and analyse campaign performance

• Automate Lead Alerts directly to your sales team

•  Access the Collateral Library for supporting 
assets and materials

Best of all? Any leads you generate are your own.

For fast access register now 

Take the headache out of updating  
your Social Networks 
Each Grid campaign comes with engaging social 
media content ready to post to your followers:

•  Become ‘the trusted advisor’ to your customers 
and associates

• Post to Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter and more
•  Talk to our Partner Marketing Centre 

 for assistance
To take advantage of this free resource, sign up to 
the Grid.

Sign up 

https://veritas.elasticgrid.com
https://veritas.elasticgrid.com/


Campaigns available on the Grid – NetBackup 7.7
Generate leads for NetBackup and the appliances family it powers. Veritas NetBackup is the market 
share leader in Enterprise Backup and Recovery Software, and the fastest growing in the Integrated 
Purpose-Built Backup Appliance Market. Show customers how NetBackup can help them reduce the 
complexity of enterprise data protection.

A number of campaign assets are freely available for you to personalise and use, including:

• Emails
• Data sheet
• Landing pages
• Banners/images
• Social media
• Video

Launch your campaign now: 

NetBackup Appliance Savings Calculator 

NetBackup 7.7 

NetBackup Appliance. Integrated Backup.  
Modernized Media Server 

Competitive NetBackup 

Appliance Family Overview
Make the case for NetBackup appliances and 
help your customers choose the right one. This 
brochure explains their business value, outlines 
the savings that can be made, and compares 
features and specifications across the range.

Download now 

DEMAND GENERATION

Veritas NetBackup™ 
Appliance Family
OVERVIEW BROCHURE

VERItAs NEtBACKUP™ APPLIANCEs

Veritas understands the shifting needs of the data center and offers 
NetBackup Appliances as a way for customers to simplify deployment and 
maintenance of the market-leading NetBackup software1.

Eliminate the time and effort of installing, configuring, and maintaining 
your backup and disaster recovery hardware and software components 
with Veritas NetBackup Appliances.

When it’s time to upgrade or expand the backup or disaster recovery hardware 
infrastructure, many customers follow a traditional path to acquire, build, and 
integrate their own servers and storage; or look to point products. It is a reflex 
that is well known, but also one with hidden productivity costs.

In addition, many customers find themselves with multiple backup products 
in their environment. What started as a good idea with a single point product 
has evolved to multiple, disparate point products, including dedupe storage 
silos. This has resulted in increases in both cost and complexity. Veritas 
NetBackup Appliances enable consolidation of separate physical or virtual 
data protection products; and tape, disk or virtual tape libraries (VTL), into a 
single, unified data protection platform. 

NetBackup Appliances are ideal for customers looking for turnkey solutions 
for their organization. The appliances enable efficient, storage-optimized 
data protection for the data center, remote offices and virtual environments. 
Built on the strength of Veritas NetBackup software, these enterprise-class 
appliances continue to be among the leaders in the integrated purpose-
built backup appliance (PBBA) market2 offering both lower Total Cost of 
Ownership and higher levels of reliability.

WHY AN INtEGRAtED APPLIANCE?

IDC has defined Purpose-Built Backup Appliance (PBBA) into two (2) 
different types3, target systems and integrated systems:

• target systems are used in conjunction with third-party backup software 
and designed to integrate in heterogeneous environments.

• Integrated systems are tightly 
integrated with backup software to 
orchestrate the backup and movement 
of data.

When comparing target versus integrated 
systems, implementing an integrated 
appliance for backup and recovery can 
be a better solution for customers wanting to simplify IT tasks, increase 
productivity, and reduce operating and capital expenditure costs.

WHY NEtBACKUP APPLIANCEs?

• Industry-leading NetBackup software—Pre-installed with NetBackup 
software to provide a comprehensive and integrated backup and storage 
solution for customers.

• scalable Architecture—A flexible and scalable architecture enables 
NetBackup appliances to be deployed as an all-in-one backup server 
with intelligent end-to-end deduplication or in a configuration of multiple 
appliances (media servers) that can move hundreds of TB of data per day. 

• Ultimate virtual machine protection—Built-in support for VMware 
vSphere™ and Microsoft Hyper-V®. Unlike some other solutions, the 
NetBackup Appliances deliver off-host backups with no requirement 
for proxy servers thereby eliminating associated complexity, cost and 
resource overhead.

• Intelligent End-to-End Deduplication—NetBackup integrated appliances 
are the only single-vendor enterprise backup appliances that provide end-
to-end deduplication–both source and target side.

NetBackup integrated appliances enable you to easily build and deploy your 
organization’s backup and deduplication strategy for effective information 
management. Leverage this simple solution in your NetBackup environment 
to maximize IT staff time, operations and storage investment.

NEtBACKUP INtEGRAtED APPLIANCEs

NetBackup 5230 NetBackup 5330
Use Cases Media 

Server
Master 
Server

Media 
Server with 

Storage

Media Server 
with Storage

Usable 
Capacity (TB)

4TB or 
14TB 4TB 4 - 148TB 114TB – 458TB

Random 
Access 
Memory (RAM)

64GB 128GB 128GB 384GB

Number of 
Concurrent 
Backup Jobs

120 500+

    
ExPANsION sHELF

Usable 
Capacity (TB) 24 or 36 114.6 or 229.2

  
Refer to respective product data sheets for additional Technical and 
Environmental Specifications.

Footnotes:
1. Gartner: Market Share Analysis: Enterprise Distributed System Backup/Recovery Software Market, Worldwide, 2013.  
2. IDC Worldwide Quarterly Purpose Built Backup Appliance Tracker – 2015 Q1, Publication Date: 6/19/2015.
3.  IDC Market Analysis, Worldwide Purpose-Built Backup Appliances 2012 – 2016 Forecast and 2011 Vendor Shares, 

#234489, Robert Amatruda, April 2012.
4. IDC White Paper, The Evolution and Value of Purpose-Built Backup Appliances, #239730, Robert Amatruda, March 2013.
5. Symantec “The Business Value of a Symantec NetBackup Solution”, solution brief. Document #2129045, 2013.
6.  ESG Lab Review Veritas NetBackup 5230 Appliance. The Enterprise Strategy Group, Date: December 2013.  

Author: Vinny Choinski, Senior Lab Analyst, and Kerry Dolan, Lab Analyst. 
7.  Veritas NetBackup 7.6 Benchmark Comparison: Data Protection in a Large-Scale Virtual Environment (Part 1) Analyst 

Report. Principled Technologies, July 2014
8. Integrated Swiss Army Knife: Six use cases for data protection appliances, CIO Digest, April 2013. 
9. Veritas internal comparison done to NetBackup 5230 Backup Appliance

• Backup observed performance is based on 50 clients, 2 streams per client, 98 percent client deduplication. 
• Recovery observed performance is based on 8 streams at 98% deduplication
• Replication observed performance is based on optimized duplication with backup; 128 streams, 98% deduplication. 

Copyright © 2015 Veritas Technologies LLC. All rights reserved. Veritas and the Veritas Logo are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of Veritas Technologies LLC or its affiliates in the U.S. and other countries. Other names may be trademarks of their 
respective owners. 21342066-2 8/15

“Integrated PBBA solutions 
are highly tuned and provide 
customers a truly turnkey, 
simplified way to solve 
their backup and revcovery 
challenges.”4  - IDC

the NetBackup Integrated Appliance Family save with NetBackup Integrated Appliancesthe Business Value of Integrated Appliances

• One Integrated solution—Hardware, software, and support are all 
managed by Veritas. You won’t need to unbox, load, install, test, manage, 
and support multiple solution elements such as a server, storage, operating 
system, backup software, and network connectivity. There’s also no need to 
integrate with solutions from other suppliers. Equally important, both source 
and target deduplication is provided by one integrated solution. Veritas 
provides end-to-end technical support for the appliance. There is one phone 
number to call if you need assistance.

• Cost Efficient—NetBackup Appliances 
can deliver immediate CapEx savings by 
consolidating multiple backup solutions 
with one platform, reducing the use of 
tape for backup and disaster recovery, 
and delaying or avoiding additional 
hardware purchases. Since common 
administrative tasks associated with 
installing, configuring, and supporting 
target dedupe storage system are 
eliminated, immediate and long-term 
OpEx savings can be realized. Finally, Veritas licenses the use of the 
appliances with a perpetual front-end capacity based licensing model. This 
approach can not only reduce the total cost of ownership when compared to 
other hardware-based deduplication appliances, but also provides customers 
with investment protection as their software licenses are transferable to 
either supported hardware platforms or future appliances.

• simple to Manage—For existing NetBackup customers, there is no new 
interface to learn, the appliance delivers 
the familiar NetBackup administration 
console. Day-to-day monitoring of the 
appliance hardware requires minimal 
intervention from you which may also 
reduce operational costs. Veritas 
AutoSupport automatically monitors key 

hardware components such as disks, memory, power supplies, and fans, and 
will open a support ticket and contact the customer in the event of a detected 
hardware problem. All hardware and software patches as well as software 
upgrades are controlled by Veritas and can be deployed in a few simple steps. 

• Fast Performance and scalability—NetBackup Appliances have high 
backup and recovery performance via 
distinctive multidimensional scalability, 
and performance can be scaled to run 
tens of thousands of backup jobs per day 
(with multiple appliances). The ability to 
distribute both backup and deduplication 
processing to multiple media servers and clients and unique technologies 
like NetBackup Accelerator enable organizations to meet their service level 
agreements.

• Flexible—NetBackup Appliances are compatible with existing software 
and can be mixed into an existing environment. No complex or disruptive 
migration process or time-consuming retraining is needed. The appliance 
supports source based and target-based deduplication, in-line or post-process 
deduplication, and virtual and physical environments. 

Thousands of Veritas NetBackup customers have already embraced the value 
of our integrated backup appliances. With 
tens of thousands of appliances deployed 
in more than 60 countries, our approach to 
improving the end-to-end process for backup 
and recovery is making a positive impact on 
many organizations.

KEY NEtBACKUP APPLIANCE OPEx sAVINGs

• Acquisition—Eliminate ordering, approvals, scheduling, and delivery of 
separate media server components.

• Installation and Integration—Remove the hassle of installation, integration, 
testing, and performance tuning.

• Administration—Use one management console to perform multiple tasks.

• Patching and Firmware Updates—Reduce compatibility issues by no longer 
managing all the components for revision levels, firmware, and more.

• support—Eliminate finger pointing among different component vendors if 
an issue occurs.

KEY NEtBACKUP APPLIANCE CAPEx sAVINGs

• storage—Reduce storage cost by replacing tape with Veritas intelligent 
deduplication.

• space—Save valuable floor space by combining both the backup server and 
deduplication storage into one appliance.

• Power and Cooling—As an ENERGY STAR® compliant backup appliance, the 
NetBackup 5330 reduces floor space and power consumption, letting you to 
do more with your IT budget.

VERItAs’ NEtBACKUP INtEGRAtED APPLIANCE FAMILY  
CONsIsts OF tWO sERIEs:

NetBackup 5200 series—A versatile integrated backup appliance that can be 
deployed as a master server, or media server, or both, for a NetBackup domain. 
As an appliance it simplifies and offers OpEx savings over traditional  
build-your-own media servers.

Key Features

• suitable for environments of any size—Starting at 4TB and expandable up to 
148TB of useable capacity, it is ideal for remote offices, regional offices and 
enterprise data centers.

• Multiple functional roles—Can be deployed as master server, media server or 
both for a NetBackup environment.

• Comprehensive—Backup solution with built-in deduplication. Veritas provides 
the software, hardware, services and support.

• Intelligent end-to-end deduplication—Reduces the size of backups by up to 
50 times and network bandwidth utilization by up to 99 percent, so you can 
backup and replicate faster.

• Flexible deduplication options—Deduplication at source, media server, or 
target; inline or post-process.

NetBackup 5300 series—An integrated backup media server with storage to 
support greater performance, capacity, and resiliency requirements.

Key Features

• scalable capacity—Starting at 114TB and expandable to 458TB it is 
designed for larger enterprises, data centers, and disaster recovery sites.

• Robust—Greater performance compared to the NetBackup 5230: Up to 3X 
faster backup, 5.8X faster recovery, and 4.9X faster replication.

• Resiliency—Enhanced system protection, deduplication pool, and storage. 
Enterprise-class hardware includes redundant hot swap components; RAID 
and disk controllers, power supplies, fan modules, and disks.

• Greater density—Delivers more TB per rack unit (RU) which reduces floor 
space requirements and lowers power and cooling costs.

Some of our larger customers 
that chose our integrated 
appliances saved on average 45 
percent of the costs associated 
with acquiring, procuring, and 
deploying a NetBackup server in 
the first year and on average 39 
percent of ongoing maintenance 
and management costs.5

ESG Lab confirmed that 
deploying the NetBackup 5230 
Appliance was quick and easy. 
The Lab took the appliance from 
box to backup-ready in less than 
25 minutes.6

“NetBackup is the most scalable 
backup & recovery solution”.7  

—Principled Technologies

“Our appliance-based data 
protection approach will be a 
critical part of the agile data 
center infrastructure that 
will facilitate our build out of 
cloud services-both public and 
private.”8

—State of Michigan

https://veritas.elasticgrid.com/
https://veritas.elasticgrid.com/
https://veritas.elasticgrid.com/
https://veritas.elasticgrid.com/
https://veritas.elasticgrid.com/
https://veritas.elasticgrid.com/


Transform Your Business Faster & Upgrade to NetBackup 7.7 campaigns. 
This is an example of a customer journey you can run to generate opportunities through the Grid.

PROPOSED CUSTOMER FLOW

1 
Attend 
Sales  

Training

2 
Set up a  
Landing  

Page

3 
Co-Brand  
Marketing  

Tools

Install Base

New Customer

Generate interest thru social media (Linkedin & Twitter)

Sales targeting  
of existing 
customer

Purchase  
data list

Email 1:  
Reason to Upgrade  
or use Grid Campaign 
by Sales

Email 2:  
Invite to dedicated  
webcast / Partner 
Saving Calculator

Sales: Follow up leads to convert to pipeline

Email 1:  
Transform Your 
Business Faster (CTA: 
Infographic / Video) 

Email 2:  
Transform Your 
Business Faster (CTA: 
Invite to Webcast)

Telemarketing: follow 
up to drive webcast 
registration or sales 
appointment 

Email 3:  
Webinar follow  
up (CTA: Family  
Brochure)



Sales Tools on the Grid
You’ll also find tools to support your customer meetings 
and events in the Grid’s Collateral Library.

Materials available for download now:

• NBU 7.7 Top Reasons Datasheet
• NBU 7.7 Cheatsheet
• NBU 7.7 FAQ
•  Competitive Advantage card: NBU vs. Veeam V8
• NBU Whats New PPT
• Collateral for Appliance
• NBU Appliance Family Brochure

View available collateral 

SALES ACCELERATION

Why your business needs Veritas NetBackup

Veritas NetBackup will change the way you think about data. 
Help transform your business faster and upgrade today. 

Talk to your rep or find more information at 
Symantec.com/NetBackup 

Significant 
reductions

Complexity, environmental costs 
and system resources are all 
reduced. Less time is wasted 
and productivity is increased.

Access, agility, 
availability

With our converged backup solution, 
your business can adapt to a 

changing environment and changing 
demands. You’re in control of your 

backup and data recovery.

© 2015 Symantec Corporation. All rights reserved. Symantec, the Symantec Logo, the Checkmark Logo, Veritas, and the Veritas Logo are trademarks or 
registered trademarks of Symantec Corporation or its affiliates in the U.S. and other countries. Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners.

Value from 
beginning to end

Streamlined backup will free up 
time for your IT staff to focus on 
business transformation. You’ll 
see value throughout the entire 

lifecycle of the solution.  

Greater 
value

It gives you the greatest 
long-term value. 
Preinstalled or 

build-your-own solutions 
have a perceived lower 

initial cost, but NetBackup 
appliances will cost you 

less in the long run.

Extensive integration with 
virtual and physical 

workloads eliminates point 
products, offers greater 

visibility and better leverages 
of resources. Your business 
will be more independent.

Our simplified solution 
makes it easier to backup 

and recover your data, 
enabling higher efficiency 

across your business.

Get the high performance, 
automation and 

manageability necessary 
to effortlessly protect 

heterogeneous deployments 
at any scale. Support and 

upgrades are streamlined – 
and it’s cost-effective too.

Higher 
utilisation

Increased 
efficiency 

Increased 
performance

What are the benefits? 

2

3

Converged infrastructures are the new big thing

of businesses either have a converged 
platform or they plan to get one

Most data centres use build-your-own or preinstalled solutions. 
Veritas NetBackup is the only truly converged backup platform.

1

Transform your business
faster with Veritas NetBackup

1

Veritas NetBackupTM 7.7 
Reasons to Upgrade

DATA SHEET: DATA PROTECTION

Overview

The future of enterprise-class data protection is here. Veritas NetBackupTM 7.7 reduces the staggering complexity of enterprise 
data protection through comprehensive integration, a converged platform to trivialize infrastructure management, and efficiencies 
through automation and self-service operation. NetBackup 7.7 outpaces the relentless growth of the data center with innovative 
performance technologies, efficient storage techniques, and by providing fast, easy recovery for any data you need. As IT 
transforms from cost center to business enabler, NetBackup 7.7 is engineered to solve the diverse challenges of today and 
tomorrow and ultimately give organizations the confidence to move faster and take bigger risks trusting that their information will 
be safe.

Top reasons to upgrade to NetBackup 7.7

1. More cloud storage choices—Whether you are exploring public cloud storage services for offsite protection or as an alternative 
to tape, NetBackup 7.7 introduces a new cloud connector designed around Amazon Simple Storage ServiceTM (Amazon S3) that will 
enable connections to Amazon Web ServicesTM (AWS) as well as potentially any Amazon S3-compatible cloud storage service. For 
the latest list of cloud storage providers certified for use with NetBackup, please see the latest NetBackup Hardware Compatibility 
List (HCL).

2. Move more data to and from the cloud faster—The new Amazon S3-compatible cloud connector introduced in NetBackup 
7.7 is optimized for performance, taking advantage of multistreaming and other techniques to more fully exploit available network 
bandwidth. While performance results will vary for different environments, internal NetBackup 7.7 testing has shown performance 
improvements of up to 30 times faster backups and restores when compared to previous NetBackup releases.

3. Backup and recover VMware® vSphere® Virtual VolumesTM (VVOLs)—Introduced in VMware vSphere 6, VVOLs change 
the storage management paradigm from LUNs to VMs, enabling better performance and greater control at the hypervisor level. 
NetBackup 7.7 is built to recognize, protect, and recover VMware virtual machines stored on VVOLs, and NetBackup Intelligent 
Policies have been enhanced to easily automate these operations.

4. Deliver self-service for Microsoft® Hyper-V® and vSphere administrators—For many VM administrators, having visibility and 
control of backup and recovery is a necessity. With NetBackup 7.7, Hyper-V and vSphere admins can access an interface add-in or 
plug-in within Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager (SCVMM) and VMware vSphere Web Client that displays backup 
status and provides self-service recovery facilities, including access to NetBackup Instant Recovery allowing VMware VMs to boot 
directly from backup disk storage.

5. Simplify and automate Hyper-V and Microsoft SQL Server® protection—With IT environments becoming even more dynamic 
and elastic, greater automation is needed to help administrators keep up with all the changes. NetBackup 7.7 introduces Intelligent 
Policies for Microsoft Hyper-V virtual machines (VMs) and Microsoft SQL Server databases, enabling NetBackup to automatically 
discover and protect new VMs and database instances and more effectively adapt to changing conditions.

6. Protect NetApp cDOT environments—For enterprises using scale-out NAS architectures based on NetApp Clustered Data 
ONTAP® (cDOT), new enhancements have been added in NetBackup 7.7 to support NDMP backups of data on these systems. In 
addition, in version 7.7 NetBackup Replication Director is able to orchestrate, index, and manage hardware snapshots within cDOT 
environments (requires the NetApp Plug-in 2.0 for Symantec NetBackup, available from NetApp).

Top reasons to upgrade and version comparison

https://veritas.elasticgrid.com/


Opportunity Registration Program
This program provides rebates to you for actively identifying, developing and closing 
incremental sales opportunities on qualifying products, such as NetBackup.

The opportunity must also be one of the following:

• A new end-user customer account for Veritas
• A sales opportunity for new products within an existing customer account
• A new project for an existing Veritas customer

To find out more, go to Opportunity Registration Program under ‘Programs’ on PartnerNet.

MAXIMISE YOUR PROFIT

https://partnernet.veritas.com/portal/faces/programs/opp-reg


HELP AND CONTACTS

Partner Support 
Sales Support Helpdesk delivered by Partner Service

We’re here to assist you with pre- or post-sales queries on any topic, including:

• Product information
• Activation
• Buying programs
• Product licensing and pricing
• License transfers
• License certificate reprints
• Product upgrades/downgrades
• Install base reports
• Renewals IDs and proof of purchase
• Temporary or evaluation keys
• Partner programs
• PartnerNet

Download contact details  
CustomerCare@Veritas.com 

Help with the Grid
If you need some help planning, launching 
and following up campaigns, our Partner  
Marketing Centre can provide professional  
marketing services. 
Simply email pmc.apj@veritas.com

For technical support, email 
enquiries@elasticgrid.com or call +61 2 8396 5700

PartnerNet
PartnerNet is your one stop portal for  
information about partnering with Veritas.

By joining our Partner Program, you gain access to 
product information, sales and marketing tools and 
program benefits just for partners.

Register or sign-in now at partnernet.veritas.com  
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